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We are all consumers of health care.
Many of us work in health-related fields, yet the world healthcare system
is struggling in the transition to electronic health records.
Darice has spent 35+ years as an award-winning leader in medical record
administration, health informatics software, and creating innovative best
practices in clinical document management and the revenue cycle,
tackling tough issues like data integrity, legal compliance, and financial
optimization as it relates to the electronic health record.

Presentation Topics
Document & Data Integrity in the Legal Health Record:
EHR, LHR, EDMS, EMR, and other acronym alphabet soup. Learn the ins and outs of risk mitigation in the legal health record
through best practices in document and data integrity. Documenting concisely and for risk mitigation are only two of 8 major
principles used to create quality clinical information in the EHR across all healthcare settings.

Stop Automating Dysfunction in Your Clinical Documentation:
When we apply technology or new software solutions as a layer over current processes in documentation, we don’t improve
the quality of our records: we simply automate a dysfunctional practice. Learn how to break the bad habits of poor
documentation, inaccurate coding, and keep the healthcare team stress free, and give you strength to get through your next
update!

Best Practices in Health Information Management Productivity & Quality Standards:
Two of the most challenging operational areas to manage in the revenue cycle are clinical coding and medical transcription.
From recruiting and retaining quality staff, to creating and maintaining standards and procedures, it takes a village to properly
manage a diverse team that often works remotely. Understanding the metrics and best practice standards for measuring
productivity and quality in coding, transcription, release of information, and record processing are key to a productivity and
efficient work environment that allows optimal reimbursement and promotes effective record processing.
Darice has spoken and worked across the board with all healthcare disciplines and sectors including physicians, nursing, ancillary staff,
support staff, legal teams, risk management, compliance, information technologists, corporate vendors, educators, quality assurance,
software developers, health informaticists, students, and even patients. She can provide custom presentations designed to support your
events, professional association meeting, staff retreats, educational conferences, class guest lecturer or product user groups.

MEMBER

A popular speaker who delivers a passionate and informative talk
sprinkled with gems from real-life experience and lessons learned.
She will have you learning, laughing, crying, and just a little bit scared,
before she tells you the secret to surviving the chaos in clinical
documentation.
This author of an award-winning
book on EHRs and over 100 published
articles, has spoken to over 10,000
people in the last decade, helping
them use technology, process
improvement, and innovation who
take her audience on a journey to
help guide them on their journey of
being on the bleeding edge of the
electronic health record to come out
the other side to the leading edge in
technology use.

What Others Are Saying
Best Presentation of the Entire Conference!
Darice is such a good speaker. She took a ‘dry’
subject and brought in humor and personal
experience.
-HIMSS Chicago Breakout Session

A Few Past Clients Include:

Darice is an entertaining speaker who
understands the healthcare industry in depth,
so her message really hits home with hospital
IT executives.
-Kevin A. Lane, VP, Chief Information Officer
Silver Cross Hospital

Darice is an outstanding speaker who is well
recognized in the healthcare field - her ability
to weave real life stories with industry
knowledge make her an exciting and
knowledgeable presenter.
-Sandra Routhier, RHIA, CCS, CDIP, Owner
HIM.point
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